Finding Citation References in Science Resources:
Who Cited My Article?

Do you need to find out if your articles have been cited, or to see who else cited a journal article?

Library Subscribed Databases

While the Houston Cole Library does not subscribe to such citation services as Science Citation Index, Web of Science, or Scopus, several databases to which we do subscribe have some type of citation searching. These include:

Elsevier Science Direct
When you view a record from the list of search results, on the right sidebar you will find a link to “Cited and Related Articles.” Scroll down to “Cited by in Scopus” and the number of times the work has been cited. As we do not have access to Scopus, clicking on the link will bring up a preview of citing articles. You can then use the information to look for an article using Library resources, or click on “View at Publisher” to see more details.

SciFinder Scholar
Click on the Citings number and icon to the right of an article in your results to retrieve a list of the articles that cite that one. You will see the term “Citings” if you hover the mouse over the icon. (To use SciFinder, you need to create an account and login to access the database. Information is here on the library website.)

EBSCO Academic Search Premier
“Times Cited in this Database” shows the number of times that the article being viewed was cited in other articles. Click the link to bring up the Citing Articles Screen for a list of records that cite the original article.

Web Resources

Google Scholar
Includes a "Cited by" count in search results. Clicking on this link will take you to a list of citing articles. The article in the example below is available through the library’s subscription to Physical Review B.

Low-density framework form of crystalline silicon with a wide optical band gap. Abstract. References · Citing Articles (101).

Google Scholar Citations
Allows authors to track citations of their articles. See who cites your work, track citations and compute various metrics. You can also set up e-mail alerts to let you know when your article is cited.
**Publish or Perish**
Publish or Perish is downloadable software to use for citation analysis with Google Scholar. A detailed guide is available here: http://libris.nie.edu.sg/sites/default/files/UserGuide_Publish_or_Perish.pdf

**Scitation**
From the American Institute of Physics, Scitation offers access to journals hosted by AIP.

**CiteSeerX**
Focuses primarily on the literature of computer and information science
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